
Building blocks 
for digital 
transformation

The Cross-Business-Architecture Lab is an association 
of users for users. Best practices that have been tried 
and tested in the field are shared and further refined 
into leading-edge results that are reliable and ready for 
immediate use.

The roots of the Cross-Business-Architecture Lab lie in IT 
and enterprise architecture, not least because of its ten-year 
history as SOA Innovation Lab e. V.

CBA Lab members are convinced that a powerful 
(enterprise) architecture is a fundamental success factor for 
digital transformation.
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The Cross-Business-Architecture Lab doesn‘t just talk, but 

also acts accordingly. We work on topical issues in joint work 

streams, often in lab-like environments.

Our current topics
  Accessible EA in a digital Age
  Cloud: Architectures and Strategies
  Digital Twin
 AI / Machine Learning
  Security

   Cross-Business-Architecture  – Overview
   Cross-Business-Architecture – Business-View
   Cross-Business-Architecture – Technical View
   CBA – Transformation of Business Models
   Enterprise Architecture Management – Basics

You can request detailed information on our training pro-
grams and work- shops by sending an e-mail to  
info@ cba-lab.de.
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Our network
Our members include:

Our partners

Cross-industry partnerships and ecosystems are the essence 

of digitization, both internally and externally. The CBA Lab con-

nects divisions and departments, companies and industries.

Digital transformation blurs and dissolves the boundaries 

between IT and business. The CIO is no longer the only 

person responsible for IT and enterprise architectures in some 

companies; in fact, IT is often constructed by the CDO and an 

increasing number of business units on an equal footing.

The DNA of the Cross-Business-Architecture Lab is based on 

architectures, modular IT building blocks, business, govern-

ance and organization, as well as in data, services and process-

es. The discipline that governs all of this is called Enterprise 

Architecture today. It is of fundamental significance with 

regard to digital transformation.
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